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Christian attitude of the people of CollingswOod that I personally did not get any

flack as a result of this particular thing. But, as kkw time went on, in the

American Council and other organiz ations, on issues on which there was ak no

particular emotion involved, people would often have several different views on

matters of procedure or of the best way to accomplish something, and Mclntire had

a keen, clear mind which would often see the best answer right at the start, and he

would say what he 'I g) thought should be done and they would argue for a couple of

hours about it, presenting various ideas, and then in the end come to the idea that

he had had at the beginning, and after this has happened a few times it is quite

natural for the one who has had the idea to think, "
Why should we waste time with

all this discussion? why not take what I think xa± right at the start?" and I

have always felt that this fact situation circumstance (?) (bw?) had a good deal

to do with his gradual development of an attitude in which you had to do what he
as the years went on

said or you were out. At any rate,/he became more and more determined that whatever

he desired must be dime, and he tried to make so many decisions that naturally he

made mistakes and there were (?) wrong edges (?) raw edges and often

I don't know anyone who could be better at conciliating people and winning them

than he if he puts himself out to do it, but he go mixed up in so many things, and

had so much he wanted to do, that he often found it easier to ride roughshod over

people than to take the time to win them.
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